Nutcracker Wishes:

Please Help!
You can make a difference.
The children of Burroughs Elementary need you!
Nutcracker Wishes is an annual fund drive for local children. This year’s recipient is Burroughs Elementary
School. Burroughs, located on the west side of Columbus, is 100% low-income and includes some homeless
families. The families of DDC&G have an opportunity to make a difference in the lives of each of these
children through Nutcracker Wishes.

What can you do to help? With a contribution of $15.00 from each DDC&G student, a gift bag will be
provided to each of the nearly 500 students at Burroughs as well as supplies for the classrooms. We have
already received a donation of a pillow, hand-made pillow case, and a hygiene kit for each child. (Thank you
to a very special angel!) Our aim this year is to raise enough funds to provide a significant clothing item for
each child such as a hoodie sweatshirt. As monetary donations allow, we will add items such as socks,
books, hats, gloves, etc. and of course, no holiday gift would be complete without a toy and candy treat. In
addition, extra applicable supplies will be donated to the Columbus Global Academy’s Student Success store
(an in-school shop where students can “purchase” needed items for no cost).

When will the students receive your gift? The DDC&G Nutcracker cast will take these gifts to the children during their performance at Burroughs on December 6th. DDC&G parents will deliver each bag with the
child’s personal gift tag to the student’s classroom.

We ask you to make a contribution to this effort by Wednesday, November 21.
While we are asking for just $15 per DDC&G student, if you wish to give more, we will sweeten the deal: For
every contribution of $25 or more, your family will be entered into the drawing for $500 toward DDC&G
Tuition. Families will receive an entry for every $25 donated. Your donation is entry to the contest. (No
tickets needed this year.) 100% of your money goes to the children. All overhead costs are donated.

How do I donate? Make your donation by calling (614-761-2882), stopping by the DDC&G office, on-line
via your ActiveNet account (click donations), or via PayPal on Dublin Dance Foundation’s Facebook. Your donation may be tax deductible. (See below.)

Thank you!
Nutcracker Wishes is one of many projects Dublin Dance Foundation oversees. Dublin Dance Foundation is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization: Federal Tax ID#81-4295082.
All donations, regardless of payment method, will receive a donation receipt letter for tax purposes. No goods or services are provided in exchange for these contributions.

